
Theoretically, the rotating blades of helicopters can produce typical

micro-Doppler, that is, strong Jet Engine Modulation (JEM)

signals. However, X-band radar data of a helicopter of AS350 with

composite blades seem have no JEM signals, while that from a

helicopter MI17 and a small drone DJI MATRICE 600 have strong

JEM signals. The comparison indicates that the composite blades

of AS350 may be responsible for the low detectable JEM signals,

over the radar dwell time and the blade size. The scattering power

of blades of AS350 is 18 dB smaller than that body, making the

identification range of AS350 35% of the detection range. The

composite blades resulting low detectable JEM may also provide

an idea for designing stealth military helicopters and "stealth"

turbine blades in wind farms.

Abstract

Results

Method and Materials

JEM is the micro-Doppler signals produced by the rotating blades

of aircrafts, helicopters and drones.

What if the blade is not metallic but composite, and is there JEM?

Discussions

The "disappearance" of JEM signals in the radar echoes of AS350

seems to be independent of radar dwell time (compared to that of

MI17) and blade size (compared to that of M600), and then it may

be related to the structure and material of blades
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The JEM signals seem to disappear in the spectrum of AS350,

but there are obvious JEM signals in the spectrums of MI17 and

MATRICE600.
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Drone type AS350 MI17 M600

SCR of body 23.1 dB 20.2 dB 19.0 dB

SCR of JEM 5.2 dB 16.6 dB 12.5 dB

Scattering ratio of blade to body 0.016 0.43 0.22

a

c

b

Specifications AS350 MI17 M600
Max cruise speed (km/h) 260 250 64
Engine Turboshaft Turboshaft Motor
Max Takeoff weight (kg) 2800 12000 15.1
Height (m) 3.34 4.76 0.759
Width (m) 2.53 4.5 1.518
Length (m) 12.94 18.46 1.668
Main 
rotor

Diameter (m) 10.6 21.3 0.7
Blade number 3 5 6
Rotating rate (rpm) 400 200 6000

Blade material composite metal carbon fiber

According to Table I, the difference between the SCR of the AS350

body and blade is approximately 18 dB, which means that the

identification range of AS350 will be 35% of the detection range.

However, the identification range of MI17 will be over 80% of the

detection range. This means that AS350 is more stealthy than MI17.

AS350 is configured with three composite-material blades coupled

to a fiberglass/elastomer "Starflex" hub fitted with spherical thrust

bearings. More specifically, AS350 blades have an extra layer of

fiberglass across the blade's full length, wrapping in the foam core.

Composite blades could be helpful for design stealth helicopters,

and they also reference the design for stealth blades in wind farms.
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The JEM of AS350 may be too 

weak to appear in the spectrum.

Fig.4. The structure of the composite main blade of AS3501.

1. Image Credit: https://www.scribd.com/presentation/531212764/AS350-B3-Ch-

4-Main-Rotor, accessed on Oct. 24, 2021.

Fig. 2. The raw radar data and the spectra of different aircraft. (a) MI17, (b)

MATRICE600.

Fig. 1. The raw radar data in one radar bin. (a) The time series and spectrum of

AS350, (b) the STFT image of AS350.

Fig. 3. Comparison of aircraft. (a) AS3501, (b) MI172, (c) MATRICE 6003.

1. Image Credit: https://www.airbus.com/helicopters/civil-helicopters/intermediate-single/h125/h125-

technical-information.html, accessed on Oct. 24, 2021.

2. Image Credit: https://armedforces.eu/air_forces/helicopter/Mil_Mi-17

3. Image Credit: https://www.dji.com/uk/matrice600?site=brandsite&from=landing_page, accessed on Oct. 24, 

2021.

Table I Detection results of helicopters and drones

Table II Parameters of helicopters and drones

X-band pulse-Doppler radar; adjustable CPIs

(e.g., 230 ms, 150 ms, and 250 ms)
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JEM spectrum presents spectral peaks with similar amplitudes that

correspond to rotating blades, and are spaced at a specific interval

that is a function of the number of blades and the speed of rotation.
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